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Claim
Although hypercorrection phenomena at first sight appear to be a good argument for rules, because they exemplify rule inversion, they can be more succesfully analysed as conspiracies: the original rule and the hypercorrection conspire to turn  a phonemic difference into an allophonic one.
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1. Non-Rhotic Dialects of English as an Argument for Rules

Non-Rhotic Dialects of English: Basic facts

-	/r/ is deleted before pause or a consonant;
-	/r/ appears in hiatus context afer a [-high] vowel

(1)	a.	car [ka]			(the) car is 	[kar Is]
		b.	(alge)bra [bra]	 	(alge)bra is	[brar Is]
		c.	see [sij]			see it		[sij It]

 (2) Halle and Idsardi (1999): An analysis based on rules and the Elsewhere Condition
	 a.	 ´ / 	Rhyme

				Nuc

				[-cons]	___	[+cons]
							[+son]
				[-high]		
							[-nasal]

	b.	 x/	Rhyme			Rhyme
			
		        r		Nuc			Nuc

				[-cons]		___	[-cons]

				[-high]

c.	x  / 	Rhyme

		r		Nuc

				[-cons]	___

Arguments against constraints/for rules according to H&I (cf. McCarthy 1991, 1993)
-	r is demonstrably not the default consonant of English. 
-	Opaque interaction between schwa insertion between a glide and a liquid (feel, [fij´l]) on the one hand and r deletion on the other

(3) Halle and Idsardi (1997): Some Sample Derivations

see it
/si It/
saw it
/sa It/
hear it
/hir It/
hear
/hir/
feel it
/fil It/
(2a)
—
—
hi´r It
hi´r
fi´l It
(2b)
—
sar It
—
—
—
(2c)
—
—
—
hi´
—

[sij It]
[sar It]
[hi´r It]
[hi´]
[fi´l It]

Arguments for underlying status of /r/according to H&I I (cf. McCarthy 1991, 1993)
-	There are underlying contrasts such as those in (4)

(4)	Volt[ej]ic		alt[´r]ation
		algebr[ej]ic		Hom[er]ic

Problems with a rule-based analysis
-	Analysis is based on a number of rules which are arbitrary: why /r/? why in the context of [-high]? etc. 
-	We have to assume that all speakers of a dialect of a given language have the same underlying form for any given word. 
-	We have to crucially reformulate the Elsewhere Condition in a less elegant way.


2. Non-Rhotic Dialects of English as an Argument for Representations

More detailed representational look at /r/ and the vowels involved gives a more elegant analysis.

Arguments for the assumption that [r] and [´] have the same underlying representations (Giegerich 1999, Ortmann 1998): 
-	[´] and [r] are in complementary distribution
-	 [´] and [r] are acoustically very similar (at least in RP)
-	allows a (possibly rule-based) analysis is quite elegant and provides more insight into the question why it is exactly [r] that is inserted in exactly the environment after a [-high] vowel. They have the same representation: 

(5)	a.				b.		      	

			R					 R    R
		
		       f   I 				        f I  I N 


		The format of the rule can now be as follows:

(6)		Rhyme 			Rhyme


			[-cons] [+sonorant]		[-cons]

		This rule (process) is independently necessary to explain gliding:

(7)	a. 	I see		see[j]ing		
		b.	I do		do[w]ing

How these assumptions solve the earlier problems:
-	at least two of the three rules of H&I have been reduced to one rule, which is much less arbitrary, but connected to general gliding processes in the phonology of English;
-	we do not have to assume that speakers all start out with the same underlying representations; specifically, the segment that surfaces as [r] has a different structure in nonrhotic dialects than in rhotic ones;
-	The two relevant ordered rules are reduced to one, there is no need to revise the Elsewhere Condition. Indeed, this principle is not applicable to a system of one rule by definition.

		Remaining problem:
- analysis is still partly arbitrary; e.g. we still need to make sure that schwa is always followed by /r/ and [+high] vowels by a glide. This can be effectuated by the following rule, but it is not clear why (except to grind out the right facts):

 (8)	a.	Rhyme		b.	Rhyme

			X     X			X     X

			[back]	         [-high]

Other problems:
-	Why is the [+sonorant] syllabified in syllable coda at all? 
-	Forms in (9)-(11) cannot be accounted for
-	Giegerich: Why don't we get see[r]ing? I.e., why is spreading obligatory?
-	Ortmann: is schwa [-high]?

(9)	Volt[a] 			 (10)	alter - alteration
		Volt[ej]ic			 (11)	a.	*Hom[´r]ic 	b.	*Hom[ej]ic
		Volt[ar]is

3. Non-Rhotic Dialects of English as an Argument for Constraints

The representational approach of section 2 can be translated from a rule-based to a constraint-based analysis. The claim is that this solves the problems.

		The core of the analysis is of course a constraint in favour of 'core' syllables (abbreviated here as CV, since internal ranking does not matter):

(12)	CV
		NoCoda (Itô 1986, Prince and Smolensky 1993): 
		Syllables should be open (no consonantal features in the coda)
		Onset: (Ramm 18xx, Prince and Smolensky 1993)
		Every syllable should have an onset. 

		Sample representations of a few RP sonorants

(13)		[r]			[l]			[n]		 [m]

			[+sonorant]		[+sonorant]	    [+sonorant]  	[+sonorant]

						[coronal] [lateral]     [coronal] [nasal] [labial][nasal]

Faithfulness constraints interact with CV in the following way 
(CV gets sandwiched between almost-general faithfulness and faithfulness of the root node):

(14)	a.	Ident-F:
		Neither delete nor insert feature F
		b.	Ident -F  »	CV  » Ident -[sonorant]
			F is the set of all (relevant) features.
		c. 	
/kal/
Ident- F
CV
Ident-[sonorant]
+ [kal]

[coronal], …

[ka]
[coronal]!

*

/kar/
Ident- F
CV
Ident-[sonorant]
[kar]

[+sonorant]!

+ [ka]


*

The underlying status of [r] now actually becomes irrelevant. If /r/ disappears from the input, we still get the same outputs:

(15)
/ka/
Ident- F
CV
Ident-[sonorant]
[kar]

[+ sonorant]!
*
+[ka]




b.
/ka/+ /Is/
Ident- F
CV
Ident-[sonorant]
+ [karIs]

[+sonorant]
*
[kalIs]
[coronal]!
[lateral]
*
*
 [kaIs]

[+ sonorant],
[coronal]!


The opposition [r]-[´] has thus become non-contrastive: because the relevant faithfulness constraint has sunk below syllable well-formedness, it no longer causes deletion. But, as a side effect, it now can also trigger insertion.

Rhotic dialects are different in either of the following ways:
- [r] has more underlying material
- the relevant faithfulness constraints have a higher ranking

(16) Rhotic dialects:
a.

/kar/
Ident- F
(inc. features r)
CV
Ident-[sonorant]
+ [kar]

[+sonorant]

 [ka]
*!

*
b. 
/kar/+ /Is/
Ident- F
(inc. features r)
CV
Ident-[sonorant]
+ [karIs]

[+sonorant]

[kalIs]
[lateral]!
[+sonorant],
[coronal],…
*
 [kaIs]
[+sonorant]!
**


	There is still a technical problem about gliding: why would we prefer a glide over an 'empty' root?
(17)	
/si/+ /IN/
Ident- F
CV
Ident-[sonorant]
+ [sijIN]


*
[silIN]
[lateral]!

*
+ [sirIN]


*
 [siIN]

*!


A possible solution can be found in the fact that syllabic positions like to be filled: 

(18)	*Empty: (Prince and Smolensky 1993, Van Oostendorp 2000a)
Syllabic positions (i.c. onsets) should be filled with consonantal material.
(19)	
/si/+ /IN/
Ident- F
CV
*Empty
Ident-[sonorant]
+ [sijIN]


*
[silIN]
[lateral]!

*
 [sirIN]

*
*
 [siIN]

*!


		We also need to explain why glides can develop also at the end of the word/phrase. Here another well-established constraint from the literature can help us. 	The constraint FinalC has been argued to have similar repercussions in other languages (like Tilburg Dutch) as well. Furthermore, if we extend it to the phrase level, we can understand the curious contrasts between (22a-b).

(20)	FinalC: (Prince and Smolensky 1993, McCarthy 1993, Van Oostendorp 2000a, Swets in preparation)
		Words (or phrases) should not end in a full vowel.

(21)	Tilburg Dutch (Swets in prep.): 	[rE˘k] ‘rich’,  [blEi] ‘happy’, [ƒEit] ‘goat’
cf. Standard Dutch: 			[rEik] ‘rich’,  [blEi] ‘happy’,  [ƒEit] ‘goat’	

(22)	a.	*I’m gonna [r] eat		b.	I said I was gonna[r] and I did.
	I’m gonna eat				*I said I was gonna and I did.

The difference between rhotic and non-rhotic dialects can be described as follows: 
-	in rhotic dialects, all relevant faithfulness constraints outrank wellformedness, so that there is a full (distinctive) contrast;
-	in non-rhotic dialects, faithfulness for r has become less important (because /r/ has lost its features). The trigger for this reranking has been that /r/ could be deleted; its result is that it can also be inserted. We thus have a 'conspiracy' of deletion and insertion to the effect that schwa and [r] are in complementary distribution

(23)	a.	Non-rhotic dialect: Ident-F  »CV »Ident-[sonorant] (= feature [r])
		b.	Rhotic dialect:	 Ident-F  (incl. features [r]) »CV »Ident-[sonorant] 

4. Betuwe Dutch Vowel Lengthening without Rules

If non-rhotic dialects have to be described as a conspiracy, by which two segments  start behaving as if they are in complementary distribution, rather than as rule inversion, we expect the same type of analysis to be possible for other kinds of 'rule inversion' hypercorrection as well. This is confirmed by Betuwe Dutch vowel lengthening.

Betuwe Dutch originally had a rule of vowel shortening before a consonant cluster, e.g. in inflected verbs. Interestingly, in the same morphological environment it also developed a rule of vowel lengthening before fricatives.

(24)	Betuwe Dutch (Goeman and Van Reenen 1986, Goeman 2000)
		Vowel Shortening: 	lo˘p´	hij lopt		‘walk – he walks’
		Vowel Lengthening: 	bev´	hij be˘ft		‘tremble – he trembles’

Assumptions about Dutch syllable structure (Van Oostendorp 2000):
-	Syllable rhymes contain maximally two positions.
-	The end of the word can contain maximally one ‘degenerate’ syllable, i.e. a syllable without a (filled) nucleus.
-	Voiceless coronal obstruents can be licensed extraprosodically.

In a Standard Dutch form such as [lo˘pt] the relevant structure thus looks as follows:
-	the long vowel occupies (all) two positions in the rhyme
-	[p] is in the onset of a degenerate syllable
-	[t] is extraprosodic
-	
(25)		    	       

			o  o o o  o
			
			l   o   p  t

		In a rule-based analysis we would need to stipulate the following two rules:

(26)		 	     

			 o o o  o
			
			V    C C
			‘a long vowel shortens before a cluster’

(27)		 	     

			 o o o  	 	o
			
			V    [+cont]    C
			       [+voice]

		 ‘a short vowel lengthens before a cluster of which the first segment is a voiced fricative’

Problem with this approach:
-	the second rule should be phonetically arbitrary; yet in particular the fact that it involves a feature [+cont] is mirrored in other languages such as Scottish (28);
-	the rules again have to be ordered by the 'special' Elsewhere Condition

(28)	a.	Scottish Vowel Lengthening Rule (McMahon 2000)
			 

			x	x  x	/ _____ {v z  D Z …}


			 V	 V
			[+tense]
b.	[i]	beat	bean	greed
[i˘]	leave	lease

The analysis here could be actually very similar to that of English, be it that a slightly different form of well-formedness (29a) and and a different faithfulness (29b) constraint play a role.

(29)	a. 	Parse (Prosodic Licensing, Itô 1986)
			Every segment should be in a syllable.
		b.	Ident-Length
			Underlying length should be present on the surface. 

Again, well-formedness is sandwiched between an almost general type of faithfulness, and one very specific type of faithfulness (the one that would block shortening): 

(30)	
/lo˘p/+ /t/
Ident- F
Parse
Ident-Length (+, maybe, tense)
 [lo˘pt]

*!

[lo˘p]
[coronal],…!

*
+ [lopt]


*

Other dialects differ from Betuwe in the same way that rhotic dialects of English differ from rhotic dialects: either the representation of the vowels is different (in other dialects, tenseness counts rather than length) 

(31) Standard Dutch:

/lo˘p/+ /t/
Ident- F
(incl. tense)
Parse
Ident-Length
+ [lo˘pt]

*!

[lo˘p]
[coronal]!

*
 [lçpt]
[lax]!

*!

But if Parse can be sandwiched in this way, other well-formedness constraints may be similarly sandwiched. In other words, length becomes completely undistincitve, and also subject to the following universal tendency:

(32)		VFG 
(Voiced Fricative Generalisation, cf. Van Oostendorp 2000b)
		A vowel to the left of a voiced fricative should be long.

(33)	
/bev/+ /t/
Ident- F
VFG
Parse 
 

Ident-Length
+ [be˘ft]


*
*
[be˘f]
*!


*
 [beft]

*!



The question arises, of course how the [f] (devoiced as a result of Final Devoicing which Dutch shares with German and other languages) can still trigger VFG. In Van Oostendorp (2000b) it is argued on independent grounds that the relevant distinction of fricatives is one of… length rather than a feature tense. 

(34) 	o	o			 o

		    f				 v


It thus looks as if the vowel in this case starts filling the position of the consonant after 'devoicing' (i.e. degemination):

(35)	o	o        o	o	 o	

		b	    e	     f		 t

Conclusion: Betuwe Dutch Vowel Lengthening and Shortening behave as a 'conspiracy' and can be more succesfully described in terms of constraints on representations than in terms of rules.

5. Discussion: A few more (and possibly problematic) cases

Some (Hollandic) dialects of Dutch (and Frisian accent) shows devoicing of fricatives in all positions, and subsequent hypercorrect voicing of voiceless fricatives in intersonorant position. Yet in this case the difference between voiced and voiceless seems to have disappeared from the system altogether. 

(35)	Fricative Voicing
		/ze/  [se]
		/ wEns / + /´n/  [wEnz´n]

'Rückumlaut' seems to be a real problem: the change of [e]-[a] does not follow from any phonological redistribution at all. This seems a case of morphological restructuring, in need of separate treatment.

(36) 	Rückumlaut
		brennen - brannte- gebrannt		
		lernen - larnte

Hypercorrection as hyperoptimality: How do these conspiracy systems start out? This question is adressed in Van Oostendorp (1999)
(37)
Non-Rhotic Variant

Rhotic (‘prestigious’) Variant
ca
spa
idea
a : ar
car
spar
??
Ident  »WFC
reranking (?)
WFC » Ident
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